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About This Game

Red Death is a vertical shooter, Prologue of the series Project Starship!

While dodging thousands of bullets, your duty is to destroy the unknown calamity that is afflicting the earth!
Something weird is going on!

Will you save humanity from extinction?
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Title: Red Death
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Panda Indie Studio, WrathSchneider
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 23 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp or higher

Processor: Intel i3

Graphics: 512 mb dedicated

Storage: 20 MB available space
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Finally, the game that is impossible to play with a mouse and keyboard finally comes to make sense in VR. It's too bad it's so
short, I want more!. An excellent rogue like dungeon crawler game,flawlessly ported to PC and sold at an unbelievably
competitive price.. I mean it's a really cool idea, and I did somewhat enjoy it, but there are a lot of bugs.
And like they are really "game breaking" bugs *in my opinion* - Just because raising my kittens to adulthood was my goal, and
2\/3 of them got stuck in terrain. One in a rock and the other in a bed of water. :\/

And it wasn't like I could pick them up to pull them out, I spent a while trying to save the one in the rock, but because they
couldn't move, they starved to death. The kitten in the water, that was quitting time for me. :P
Honestly if you want to play a game where you play as a big cat and raise your kittens.. Go play Paws: A shelter 2 game. This
game was a nice idea but not as good as Paws. I did however like the variety of animals (prey and enemy) in this game!. Fun fast
paced multiplayer soccer game. Great way to kill some time with friends. Sure the AI are stupid but I believe this game can
become something amazing.. I got this on sale for 50% off which I think was a fair deal all things considered.

This wasn't a bad game. I liked the present-day setting, and the flashback scenes were okay. Although the story is a spoiler if
you've not yet read the book, comme moi. Damn. Also, you need to use the watch in the lower right corner to see some of the
scenes. Something I didn't pick up on until half-way through the game.

The puzzles and HOS were easy, and I barely used the hint system.
Good voice acting, and I really liked the music. It was subtle.
The setting and graphics were great, and I liked the plot twist at the end.

Major con: No travelling map. Come on, people! This is usually the main reason for my wanting a game to end. The dreary back
and forth kills me. Also, this game was quite short... I finished it in about two hours... and it would have been much shorter with
a travelling map.

In all, I would recommend this if you're just paying a few bucks for it.. Yes, it's not a masterpiece like games that emit large
companies, but it is worth noting that the game create one good time can kill.
Hopefully if will release another piece, then add more grafona and better gameplay.
P.S. Music in it's cool!. You can buy a 20 pack of Cornbrau for the same price.. The price point is spot on, at this price point I
would say it is a buy.AThis is a game with lots of potental . I wish it had controller support. The graphics are very good and I am
hoping that contuine developing this game and making more titles.. Amazing modern Duke Nukem style shooter. I love the
detailing and the feel of the gameplay is just amazing! The bonus of the dark comedy attached to the spectacular shooting feel
with blood flying everywhere makes this a must play!

-5\/5 unreal gameplay
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Entire playthough in under 10 minutes. Only 2 rooms and a "maze." Might make a nice demo, but I'd save your money. A game
should take longer to play through than it does to download.. good game :D let's PLAYYYYYYYYYYY. DO NOT BUY !!!!!!!

I really like the premise, for me Silverfall falls under the hack\/slash rpg genre; it has character creation (female\/male), ability
to upgrade your character as you choose, armour\/weapons choices.

I tried hard to like this game, but where it fails horribly :
- is the insane and extremely difficult controls. I found it hard to wrap my head around the mini map and the orientation of the
whole game. Plus the character is prone to getting stuck in the most awkward moments.
- extremely difficult, coupled by the fact that when you die you lose all your equipped items. So if you are fighting a challenging
boss or swarms of enemy and die, you can pretty much kiss all your equipped items good bye.

I bought both Silverfall and Silverfall : Earth Awakening for less than $5, I want my $5 back.. No Co-op, trouble-shooting is
necessary in order to play the game. Game play and story-line is excellent. Steam DLC don't work. Pretty game but way too
short and the puzzles are too obvious. Finished it in about 20 minutes.. Ahh classic worms with a golf twist.

-Meowzer review. An unusual, simple, but well-polished adventure/puzzle game. I say "simple" because the gameplay is
straightforward; you wander various fantasy lands, picking up treasure and killing monsters. It's turn-based, in that you have as
much time as you like to decide your moves; when you move, all the monsters take their turns, then you go again. There aren't
any "life points", it's more like chess; you are not allowed to make a move that would result in a monster killing you. When you
can't move any more ("checkmate"), the game is over. Simple, but it gets tense when the monsters start building up!

The graphics are a little simplistic, but they work well, especially given how they have to be stretched and shrunk. There is
music, though no sound effects; the music is good, with a different theme for each land, though all the music uses the same set
of instruments. It has a kind of faux-medieval feel that fits very well.

The key draw of the game is probably the hyperbolic geometry. This has a few effects; first, it's quite visually fascinating. Also,
when you wander the lands, paths perennially open up in front of you, expanding infinitely. Of course, another effect of the
geometry is that if you move away from a location, it's nearly impossible to find your way back unless you retrace your steps
exactly.

HyperRogue is an unusual, fascinating game. It's very easy to pick up and play for a few minutes, but it's difficult and deep
enough to come back to again and again. Some of the hyperbolic lands have quite clever mechanics and layouts—there's even a
pattern editor to let you design your own levels. Plus, the developer is always working on updates and additions; the number of
lands, for example, has greatly expanded since the game's release. Recommended!
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